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Xavier hosts interfaith celebration
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
AND ERIN RYAN
Campus News Editors

The Millennium Peace Celebration which took place at
Xavier's new Cintas Center this
past weekend was an effort by the
International Interreligious Peace
Council and leaders of the area's
religious organizations to create
a greater understanding and to!~
erance betweell faiths.
"This weekend has been about
the purified heart, seeing the God
in others and not trying to change
it," said Sr. Joan D. Chittister,
O.S.B., human rights activist and
Peace Council member on Sunday.
Thousands·· of people came to
campus to learn about and enjoy
a variety of religions. The event
was hosted by Rev. Damon Lynch,
Jr., pastor: of the New Jerusalem
Baptist Church in Carthage, Ohio
who localized .the issue of peace.·
"Do we know our neighbors, the
people we see everyday, and can
we get along?" he asked.
·
Other Peace Council members
include 1976 Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate Mairead Corrigan
Maguire of Northern Ireland,
Sarndech
Preah
Maha
Ghosananda, Supreme Patriarch
of Cambodian Buddhism and
Most Rev. Samuel Ruiz Gareia of
Chiapas, Mexico. In addition,

Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J., president
of Xavier 'and Most Rev. Daniel
Pilarczyk, Archbishop of Cincinnati, both spoke to the crowd.
The idea: for the Peace Celebration originated with Dr.
Brennan Hill in ·the theology department two years ago. Dr. Knitter, also of the theology department, was on the board of trustees for the Internatio.nal
Interreligous Peace Council. In
order to lure the Council to campus, Hill and Knitter arranged a
retreat for the Peace Council at
the Gethsemene.Abbey, Trappist
abbey near Bardstown, Ky., famous for being the home of Thomas Merton.
For the past year, intensive
preparation was necessary, including regular. meetings of all
the committees. "Our biggest concern was that we didn't want the
ceremony to be too Christian,"
NEWSWIRE PHOTOS BY GREG RUST
explained Knitter.
"For a whole year before this The Millennium Peace Celebration, held last Sunday at Xavier, featured speakers representing
celebration, there were people of many of the world's major religions. Believers of all ages and creeds were present (see inset).
different faiths working together
to create this event. It was a won- cussion with personal contacts
Maguire, the keynote speaker way we can have this is through
derful interreligious dialogue," within the respective communi- and Northern Ireland peace activ- · the language of love."
said Knitter. "Sunday's celebra- ties.
ist-, discussed appreciation for all
Ruiz Garcia addressed the
tion went very well, and part of · . ·~n was niCe td see import~nt · 'religions. "What kind of creator crowd in Spanish. "Injustice and
that experience was the 'friends people on our campus," said se- coul~ give the truth only to a few inequality ... are no longer isothat were made and what we nior Jennie Ashwal. "It was in~ and leave the rest behind?" asked lated events," said Ruiz Garcia.
learned from the preparation."
spirational to see all the religions Maguire.
"We need a new society to believe
Representatives of the various together even when there is so
"We have to find a way to com- for justice and peace."
faiths we're chosen through dis- much conflict."
municate," she said, "and the only
see Peace,. page 3
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.Kuhlman·lab Open all night
BY ERIN RYAN
Asst. Camp1is News Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

The men's soccer team played Evansville Wednesday
night at Corcoran field. See page 11 for the full story.
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The 24-hour computer lab in
Kuhlman Hall is now openfull
. time.
Due to a shortage of student
workers, the Kuhlman lab was
unable to operate at full capacity
until last week. All shifts are now
covered and students can expect
full service.
According to Dr. Richard
Beres, director of Academic Computing, the short hours of the lab
was a "temporary situation" lasting longer than past years.
At the beginning of each fall
term, Academic Computing prepares for shortened hours, usually lasting about two weeks.
This year, with the Federal Work
Study hiring priority, Academic
Computing could not hire enough
qualified lab consultants.
By week three, the labs still
had not been fully staffed.
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"We have now. hired enough
students to run Kuhlman lab· for
24 ·hours," said· Beres.
Students can expect the
Kuhlmanlab to be open 24 hours
except from midnight to IO .a.m.
on Sunday.
In the Kuhlman lab, there are
20 computers - 16 IBM and
four Macintosh computers. There
are 6 more PCs due to student demand. "Students had to wait in
line last year [to use the PCs]"
said Beres.
There is also an outgoing fax
machine and a "cash to' card" All
Card machine in the lab.
Freshman Layla O'Showy said
the Kuhlman Lab was her "favorite."
"When I needed help with the
VAX system, the Jab consultant
was very helpful."
Opening the lab without a lab
consultant present was not an
option for Academic Computing.

Citing safety reason.s,_ "we
don't want to leave the lab unattended overnight," said Beres.
Due to student popularity, university administration planned to
keep the 24-hour lab open after
the University Center's demolition.
"Our intent was to keep the 24hour computer lab," said Beres.
There are 43 lab consultants
currently. "We need this many
students to cover all the hours for
the Jab to accommodate class
schedules," said Beres. Academic
Computing is still looking for student workers.
The lab consultant starting pay
is $8.50 per hour. Between the
hours of midnight and 8 a.m., students are paid an extra 50 cents
per hour.
Academic Computing operates
six labs around campus, all run by
student lab consultants.
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~Melissa Currence, Editor
~News Room: 745-3122 ·
~xunewsroom@yahoo.com.

Question religio_n
On Monday, Oct 2 from 3 p.m.
to 4:45 p.m. Dr. Knitter and Fr.
Bracken, SJ. from the theology
department and Dr. Ahuja from
the marketing department will be
presenting an interreligious discussion, "Is One Religion as
Good as Another? Faith Dialogue on a Catholic Campus."
The event will be held in the
Cintas Center in the Schiff Family Center in Banquet Room 2,
and will be preceded at 2:45 p.m.
by refreshments.

SAC wants you
Today applications for SAC
are available at the Info Desk or
R.A. stations. The positions are
open .to any students interested.
The application deadline is
Wednesday, Oct. 4 at 5 p.m. For
more information, call the SAC
desk at ext. 3534.

New Brueggeman Center celebrates diversity
BY ERIN RYAN
A:sst. Campus News Editor

Last Sunday's Millennium Peace
Celebration was the inaugural
event for the Joseph J. Brueggeman
Center for Interreligious Dialogue.
This was merely the first ofannual
fall symposiums planned for the
"center. The Brueggeman Center intends to give religious leaders from
various faiths the opportunity to
discuss. matters which are of specific international concern, such as
peace and spirituality. "I feel that
this celebration is a sign and challenge for what the Brueggemen
Center is all about," s.aid Dr. Paul
Knitter, professor of theology and
project co-director. "II'he future of
this program is in the start."
The Bruegg<'.man Center for Int~rre l i gi ou s Dialogue was announced a year ago, and Rev. Joseph Bracken, SJ., was named director. Bracken has been a professor of theology at Xavier for 18

Sodexho Marriott is now hiring for evenings and. weekends
at the Cintas Center. Work on
campus starts at $7 per hour: flexible scheduling, uniforms pro.vided. Positions available in catering, suites, concessions, club
room, dining room, kitchen, cashiers and dishroom. For more information, call ext. 4874.

Metal art
Artist Jeffrey J. Rutledge's
exhibit of selected metal sculpture and R_aintings will be on
view at the Cohen· Center Art
Gallery from Sept. 29-0ct. 27. His
work emphasizes simplicity, and
the narrative quality of the medium ·is expressed in terms of line,
form, balance and composition.
Call ext. 3811 for more informa-

'7 feel that this celebrat~on is a sign and
challenge for what the Brueggeman Center
is all about. ". .
-Dr. Paul Knitter,
professor of theology
years. While there are plans for a was terminated [in the early
physical location for the Center, 1980s], people were anxious for.
campus renovations have created a · something to exist so that the
shortage of space. Currently the cen~ work might be continued," exter functions from Bracken's office plained Bracken. This d'esire
in Hinkle Hall.
eventually developed into the
The Brueggeman Center was Brueggeman Chair at Xavier, an
formed to hon·or and continue the ecumenical fund that brings nowork of the late Rev. Edward table theologians to the univerBrueggeman, S.J. Brueggeman . sity to teach for·a semester. "We've
spent his career working toward in- had this ·chair for almost 20
terreligious understanding, with years," Bracken said. "But we
such steps as his local television wanted a center so that we could
program, "Dialogue," which in- go above and beyond just the
cluded a discussion panel com- classes."
prised of himself, a rabbi and a ProtIncluded in the future plans of
estant minister. "When that program the Brueggeman Center are a pro-.

gram d~aling with anti--Jewish sentiments in Christian scriptures, an
ecumenical dialogue resource center (which will house films, tapes,
books and articles about various religious practices) and possible sponsorship of students interested in
studying abroad in cultures with .
different religious traditions. The
center hopes to provide financial·
support to undergraduate students
who wantto study in Asia next summer and in Israel a few years from
now.
"Xavier is a Roman Catholic institution, but we have people from
other religions - Protestants; Jews,
Muslims, Buddhists and ,Hindus who are members of this student
body," Bracken explained. "We ·
want to indicate that these students
are welcome, and that we revere their
traditions. We hope to learn much
from their customs, and to teach
them about Roman Catholicism in
return."

Fall Ball relatively peaceful
BY ERIN RYAN

Get employed

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Asst. Campus News Editor

This past Friday's Fall Ball,
sponsored by the Student Activities Council (SAC), went relatively
without incident. According to Fall
Ball co-chair Jake Matig of SAC,
500 to 700 students attended the
event.
"Nothing went wrong, which
was a big surprise for us," said
Matig. There were no complaints
·from Music Hall on the night of the
dance, nor have ther..e been any in
the days since.
SAC took steps that helped to
!.llitigate any potential disasters.
"We decided to involve the students, specifically the members of
SAC, in taking tickets and stamping hands," said Matig. "I think
students would feel more ashamed
to see one of their peers at the door
if they showed up trashed." In ad-

dition; SAC bulked up on security
measures.
In the past, Xavier's dances have
been marred by property damage,
bad community relationships and
alcohol abuse. "The crowd this year
was very subdued," said Chief Mike
Couch. of Campus Police. "We is·sued no citations at the event itself."
There were several pre-parties,
however, which led to three students
receiving misdemeanor citations for
underage consumption of alcohol
pripr to the dance.
.
"Campus Police spotted ·these
students as they were walking down
the residential mall toward the
buses," Couch said. "Two students
were being supported or carried by
their friends, so w.e had them
.checked by Cincinnati Life Support." One student was sent to a local hospital for extreme inebriation.
"These pre-parties are always an

issue;· said Couch. "That's something we need to address as a university." Matig agreed alcohol
should be· a concern of students.
"I think it's a shame that people
can't be a bit more responsible,"
he said. "Especially with Homecoming being in the Cintas Center this year, we have to be more::
responsible, to keep it looking
good. Who knows what will happen if that behavior continues?"
Overall, Matig reports that response to the dance has been
overwhelmingly positive. "I've
heard some terrific feedback from
jurifors and seniors, and I thought
it was awesome." Freshman Molly.
McHenry agreed. "It was better
than I'd expected. I had a good
tim,e in spite of the less than stellar performance by the deejay."

premesis. The employee became
disorderly and was taken to the police station, where he was issued a
trespassing warning.

jects were observed damaging a
hand rail on the stairs.

tion~

Political cartoons
The "Jim Borgman Recycled" exhibit is currently on
display in the McDonald Library.
The travelling editodal cartoon
exhibit is designed to raise
envirnomental
awareness.
Borgman uses riontoxic, waterbased inks and acid-free, cotton
fiber paper for his cartoons.

Nicaragua info
If you are intersted in going
to Nicaragua, listen to students
and faculty. Sessions will be today at 3:3.0 p.m ..in CBA 3. Deadline for ;ipplications is Oct. 18.
For more info or an application,
call Susan Namei at 745-3042 or
.email at Namei@xu.edu.

Dry cleaning alert
Recycle your dry cleaning
bags by dropping them in the
mail to Xavier's Ceramic Studio.
The bags are needed. Please send
them to ML 73ll, Attn: Marsha
Karagheusian.

Wednesday, Sepl 20, 12:40
a.m. - Officers patrolling the
North lot found a vehicle with a
rear window down. Further investigatiOn revealed a BB gun in the
backseat. Cops took the weapon
for further disposition.
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2:15
a.m. - Officers discovered a vehicle left running on Ledgewood
Avenue. Officers confiscated the
keys and left a note for the owner.
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 4:52
p.m. - A Cintas Center temporary employee refused to leave the

Friday, Sept. 22, 9:45 p.m. There were two incidents in which a
total of three students from
Brockman were cited for underage
consu~ption of alcohol. O~e student was taken to Good Samaritan
Hospital to be treated for extreme
inebriation.
Saturday, Sept. 23, 1 :27 a.m. Two students and one non-student
were cited in the Sports Center for
disorderly conduct and underage
consurription of alcohol. The sub-

Saturday, Sept. 23, 11:15 p.m.
-A beer keg was removed from
a Village apartment by Campus
Police. It was turned over to Residence Life for follow up.

Sunday, Sept. 24, 1:08 a.m. Three students were cited for underage consumption, while observed returning intoxicated from
a house party on Marion Avenue.

PoliceIm

ofthelftMl

Monday, Sept. 25, 11:55
p.m. - Norwood Police
called to report there had
been an automobile accident on Mentor Avenue near
the·railroad tracks. Campus
Police arrived on the scene
to find an unknown driver
had driven a Ford
Thunderbird into the gates.
The gates crashed open and
the car landed in Cohen lot.
The driver was last seen running up the tracks. The vehicle was towed away by
Norwood Police.
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Peace: Non-violence
and religious unity continued from page 1

These young women are clothed in traditional dress for the Millennium Peace Celebration_ on
Sunday.. Seven religions participated-in the "Rituals for Peace" in the Cintas Center arena. The
event sold more than 4,000 tickets and was open to the Cincinnati and_ Xavier communities.

churches, synagogues and
Thousands of people, including temples~· The Hindu presentation
Xavier students, attended the included a prayer that asked," lead
event. "I think for the people of us in our goal of attaining perfect
Greater Cincinnati, it was an ex- peace in this world." The Buddhist
traordinary experience of some- peace chant reinforced this theme:
thing we rarely see. Some of the best "All beings may they be at peace."
known spokespersons for the reli- The Baha'i Youth Workshop pergions of the world came here to formed an interpretfve dance dework together, pray together and picting the world's religions turn~
dream together," explained Knitter. ing to violence; only through ac_"It was powerfol to see that we are ceptance and non-violence did _
all one in our common concern for they survive. "Peace has a twin:
peace; that people were drawn to- Justice," s'aid Lynch, _~'and peace
gether despite or because of their cannot exist without it."
differences."
.To ju~ior Jackie Portisch, who
_Seven religjous traditions were helped usher the event, "The pie_ces
represented during the event's were put together very well. The
"Rituals for Peace." Those included traditional dress and experiencing
were Indigenous (represented by other cultures were the best parts of
the Native American tradition), the celebration." ·
Muslim, Hindu, Baha'i, Christian,
On Saturday, many local reliBuddhist ~nd Jewish traditions. gious institutions were open for
Tibetan prayer flags, which were tours in preparation for the Sunday
created due to collaboration with a · gathering. In addition, the Cintas
Tibetan- monk in Kathmandu, · Center hosted a Dharma Cen.ter on
Nepal, were distributed prior to the Saturday afternoon.
ceremony.
Chittister said in_the closing re- There was a continuing theme marks, "We applaud everyone who
of non-violence duringthe cer- came not despite of the.ir faith, but
emony. "Jesus would never hurt because of it." Chittister will be the
anyone," sai.d Maguire. "Jesus died _Brueggeman Center's visiting probefore he'd do that. We need to fessor of interreligious theology
teach that non-violence in -our next fall~

Ele·ction Day Info_
Just a reminder:
Tuesday, Oct. 1O is the last day to register to vote in the General Election. The Cincinnati Board of Elections is open
until 9 p.m.
·
·
Saturday, Nov. 4 at 12 p.m. is the deadline for the
Board of Elections to have received a written reql.Jest for an
absentee ballot.
Tuesday, Nov. 7 is Election Day. Polls open at 6:30
a.m. and close at 7:30 p.m. Absentee ballots must be
received at Board of Elections by 7:30 p.m. on this date.

--compiled by Erin Ryan, Assistant Campus News
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DOUBLE XPOSURE
"Gator in the Mist" by Ed Klene

1, 2,AND 3

BEDROOMS
FURNISHED
. UNITS
CALL 772-0909
Junior Ed Klene took this picture of an alligator while on a hike in the Everglades in Florida.
Klene went to Florida this past summer.
Submit photos on campus to "Double Xposure Photo Forum," ML 2129 or drop them off at
the Publications House, 3739 Ledgewood Ave.
·
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Miller.practices what.she preaches
FROM AIDS. TO SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES, SISTE_R ROSIE MILLER EMBODIES THE MESSAGE SHE IS DEDICATED TO TEACHING
BY JENNIFER KENSILL
News Features Editor

In 1989,.Sister Rosie Miller,
O.S.F., moved to Cincinnati seeking an opportunity to work with
people diagnosed as HIV positive.
Miller quickly found work as an
adjunct professor at Xavier. In
1991, Miller became a full-time
professor and is currently teaching.
In 1985, a serious case of Toxic
Shock Syndrome almost claimed
Miller's life. The near fatal disease
ignited a desire in Miller Jo help
others looming close to death, more
specifically people diagnosed with
latecterm AIDS facing death alone.
"In 1985, I came to know God
in a different way. ·This experience
forced. me to ask myself spiritual
questions. These q~estions propelled me into working with people
. whom society perceived untouchable," said Miller.
. Miller found her calling at AIDS
Volunteers of Cincinnati (AVOC)
where she worked as a phone counselor and also as a buddy.· As. a
buddy, Miller accompanied a weakening woman, Jane, on daily walks
for two years until her death. These
walk~ offered both spiritual and
physical exercise.
"Those two years were a great
privilege. I watched a woman gain
ultimate acceptance of AIDS which

led to her spiritual healing," s_aid
Miller. "My own near death experience enabled me to remain calm
when helping people confront
death."
During these two years, Miller
and Jane developed a very close
relationship. In 1992, Miller
moved the dying woman into. her
home. The two lived togetherfor a
month up until the very end of
Jane's life. Jane finally had to be
readmitted to the hospital where she
died.
Miller has also been active in
areas of social justice from signing
petitions to peaceful demonstrations. She has prayed at the site of
a Ku Klux Klan cross, and also prays
at murder sites in local killings.
"We pray to counterbalance the
negative forces. We pray in opposition to racism and discrimination.
We also pray at the site of murders
to create a prayer site to honor the
dead and to create a healing atmosphere," said Miller;
Aside from her community work,
Miller has been a full-time theology professor at Xavier for the past
·nine years: She has taught a variel)' of theology courses ranging
from Theological Foundations to
Theology and Ecology. Miller has
also initiated the start of several
courses induding Meditation,
Prophets of Nonviolence, Contem-

_

. . .

.
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Miller has been a full-time theology professor at Xavier since 1991. She has helped initia~e several
new theology courses, including Meditation and Spirituality and Healing. Aside from te:aching,
Miller has don.e volunteer work with AVOC, and been involved in several social justice issues
ranging from signing petitions to peaceful demonstrations.
porary Spirituality and Spirituality
and Healing.
Miller was born in Connersville,
Ind. She grew up the middle child
of seven siblings. Even as a young
child, Miller sensed that she would
be a teacher.
"I knew that I wan'ted to be a
teacher, and therefore that I would

"I have taught every grade lev.el
be a sister. At a young age I was .
unable to separate the two ideas," · of religion. This variability tias
said Miller.
helped improve my methodology
After highschool graduation, and further develop my teaching
Miller immediately joined the con- skills," said Miller.
vent. Upon leaving the convernt,
Miller began teaching. Her career
r·anges from teaching elementary
schbol children to college students.

Want one of these: MBA, M.. Ed., MA, MS, JD, Ph.D. MD?
Thinking about graduate school- in Greater Cincinnati?
Explore your options at the
annual Graduate Program Fair
Thursday, October 5, 2000
5:00 p.m. ·- 8:00 p.m~
Xavier University - Cintas Center

4nd

.,

.

Admission is free
Learn·abo.ut programs, e~trance requirements, and testing information
Reservations: 572-6364 or gradprog@nku.edu

.Graduate School · Greater Cincinnati · 300 +.programs
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Yugoslavian election tainted

Bill _Snodgrass · · >-Source: c.ollege·Press Wire

NO WINNER DECLARED AS VOTE TAMPERING CHARGES INVESTIGATED

i;Qengu~ 91.ltbre?k ·· ,ozoP,e:b.~Ie gro'ws ··
:tI3:imS:3"0Iives· · · t~I·~~fitd ~ize.· · ..

to count the ballots and where .. and
we don't know the answer,"
International observers are con- Kouchner said ..
The United Nations had origi- ·
cerned that Yugoslavian President
Sl0bodan Milosevic. could get· nally. refused tq monitor the elecaway with widespread fraud in tions, bu't changed its policy after
yesterday's. national elections, in the United States, the United Kingpart by claiming the votes of up to dom and other NATO countries be850,000 ethnic Albanians in came concerned that Milosevic
would rig the vote ..
Kosovo.
U.N. "witness" teams visited
hundreds of polling sites in Kosovo
yesterday to keep an eye on the
voting. Bernard Kouchner, head of
the U.N .. Mission in Kosovo
· (UNMIK), said the teams counted
"
45,_000 voters, predominantly
Serbs, entering polling stations.
Ethnic Albanians, while technically
registered to vote in Kosovo, continued their 10-year boycott of
Yugoslav elections.
According to BBC Online, the
polls indica.te that close to half of
Kosovo's Serbs turned out to vote,
- EU statement·
and that many of them supported
Milosevic, especially the elderly.
Kouchner said that out of 489
sites, "many polling stations turned
out. to be fictitious.'.' Some 260
EU And OSCE Weigh In
were genuine, and all but five were
in Serb-populated areas.
The European Union (EU) said
Kouchner said only a few dozen
in a statement today that while the
people voted in non~Serb areas.
"The primar,y potential for fraud final results are not in, "it is clear·
lies in how the votes are counted," that any claim by Milosevic that
he is the winner· would be a fraud.''
Kouchner said.
The EU said that "the very high
At one polling site mOnitored
by U.I:-L observers, ballot boxes turnout .in Serbia shows that the
were found unsealed and unat- people there wanted to take hold
tended by 'voting offic'lals. There of their destiny ... despite the inwas also no private area for people timidations, maneuvers, pressures
to vote. "The main discussion was, and man,ipulations of all kinds carand certainly still is, who is going ried out by the regime in Belgrade
BY STEFAN RACIN
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. it is clear
that any ·claim by
Milosevic that he is
the ·winner would be
a.fraud."
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tireslind otljer waterrecipients, seen one,'''said Micha,elJ>roffitt;
the incidence of the disease WMO~s senior scientific officer.
wiB be reduced."
''I'v.e b~nl~oking ~tall previous
·This year; more than history of tJie .ozone hole and
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·
. Monitoring stations in Ant"
inchicli,ng more than 2,650
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fever~. El Salvador and Hondu- levels are: 50 percent to 70 per7
ras havedeclared·national den7 . cent below· the norms .from 1964
. gue alerts,
" '. '
to 19,7~ ..'
' ',
'', '

before and during the election.''
The-Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
claimed the voting process had
been "far from democratic," saying·
in ·a statement that it received re. ports of widespread fraud and intimidatiori during the ballot. The
OSCE also said that Milosevic's
main oppos1t1on candidate,
. Vojislav Kosturiica, had taken an
obvious lead in the polls. "'I_'he will
of the people for change has been
overwhelming,'' the statement said.
Today the state election commission suspended the official vote
count for· th~ night without announcing the results, while various
groups announced that preliminary
vote tallies look confusing and contradictory.· ·One election monitor
called yesterday's federal vote "an
absolute mess.''

M?in Challenger Claims
Victory. ·
Kostunica said this morning that
all signs looked positive he is
headed for victory. "This is the
dawn of our freedom," he said. Without mentioning Milosevic,
Kostunica said "there will be no
maliciousness and revenge-seeking.''
Kostunica has said that if
elected president, he would not
hand Milosevic over ~o the International Criminal TribunaHor the.
former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The
Hague.

Firestone hires
expert to investigate faulty tires
.
'

BY JOHN RUSSELL
. Knight-Ridder Newspapers

AKRON, Ohio- He spends most
of his days figuring out how
things are put together and why
they fall· apart. .
Now, Dr. Sanjay Govindjee
might face the challeng~ of his
career- trying to determine why
treads are peeling off 15-inch
Firestone radials, leading to tire
failure on Ford Explorers and
other vehicles. The tires are under investigation in 101 reported
traffic deaths.
Govindjee, a professor .at· the
University of California, has· been
hired by Bridgestone/Firestone as
an outside expert to get to the
bottom.of what went wrong.
He started his new assignment
in Akron [last] Wednesday by
promi'sing to conduct a thorough,
independent examination; even
though the tire maker is paying
him an undisclosed fee for hisservices.
"I have no vested interest here
in what happens with Firestone,"
Govindjee said, standing on the
front steps of the company's research center on South Main
Street. "I'm here to help them with
this problem and I'll tell them how·
I see it.''
The heightened scrutiny is almost certain to focus national at-

tention on· Bridgestone/Firestone's
research and technical centers in Akron. It also likely will raise questions
about the roles. the facilities played
in the design and testing of the faulty
tires.·
Govindjee's task will loom large.,
especially considering that he will
not have his own staff to help. Instead, a teani of company workers
will collaborate with him.
He will have to dig t~rough data
goi-ng back a decade, when _the first
problem tires were designed and
made. Then he will examine data on
the recalled tires to gather clues
about what went wrong. He will then
outline a plan for additional tests and
analysis.
"It's not quite clear how long it's ·
going to take," Govindjee said. "A
tire is a very complicated composite
system. Many layers of rubber and
· steel and over 20 different types of
materials actually make up a.tire,"
:Bridgestone/Firestone said the
cause of the tire failures remains a
mystery. In past w~eks, it has said
that abuse and neglect- including
underinflation, speeding for long
periods and overl0aded cars- might
have led to some of the blowouts.
Officials here said they would
give Govindjee full access to the
company's documents, facilities and
employees. They also promised to
make his findings available to the

. is bad. If I see things that are good,
public as soon as possible.
Employees, too, are under pres- I will tell them they're good.''
Company officials said Wednessure, and some say their jobs could
day that approach was just what
be affected.
The chairman of Bridgestone they expected.
"We will t,ry our very best to
Corp., based in Tokyo, has said that
quality control ~t the Firestone fa- help him in this effort and make his

cilities are not up to Bridgestone's
standards, and suggested that he
would shake up management at the·
U.S. operation.
"My job here ... is to be honest
with them," Govindjee said
Wednesday. "So I will tell them exactly how I see it. If! see something
that I think is bad, I will tell them it

analysis as eas'y as possible,'' said
Dr. Georg Bohm, Bridgestone/
Firestone's vice president of research.
Govindjee, 36, holds degrees in
mechanical engineering from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Stanford University. He
. teaches and conducts research at

the University of California's Berkeley camp.us, specializing in the
load-bearing capacities of various
materials, including the elastomers
and metals used in tires.
He said he· has not studied the
problem closely before his arrival.
"I know as much as I have read
in the papers so far,'' he said. "The
questions that arise in my mind are
really what are the loads on the tires ·
and what is the actual state of stress
inside the systems ... I want to see
the details of the design of the tire
so I can form my own opinions.''
Beyond helping the company
figure out what happened,
Govindjee brings something else,
some experts say: an outsider's credibility. Bridgestone/Firestone has
come under criticism in recent
weeks for responding slowly and
misjudging public impatience with
the recall.
"Bridgestone/Firestone's credibility is very, very low by the way
they've handled this whole thing,"
said Kevin 'Donahue, senior vice
president and head of crisis communications at Dix & Eaton, a public relations consulting firm in
Cleveland. "This is a good way for
'them to get legitimate help to figure out what happened with those
tires, and have the findings not be
as questioned as mu-ch as if they
handled this on their own.''
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It could happen to any one
of us. And. if it did, wouldn't
you pray f6r someone to
help you put your life back
together. We're here for
Anne and Jeffrey for as
long as it takes.

Your donation
could change
a life. Please
Cllll us at
1.800~.0089

.. , .. ~-"· ·.. ~ . ~.

.

.

-.-~

,_~. ;•

. -·

.

He doesn't have to be hom~less. And with your help he won't be.
It could happen to any one of us. And if it did, wouldn't you pray for someone to
help you put your life back together. We're here for James for as long as it takes~

Volunteers

or visit

of.America•

www.voa.org.

7bere are no limits /o raring.

Your donation could change a llfe•.Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or visit www.\roa.org.

Call l .HOU.K99.00~9 or \·isit \\'\\"\\'.\'O~Lorg.

The1·e a1·e

Volunteers

.of.America•

110

li11'1its to cari11g.

1bere are no limils /o. raring.
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Need help paying for college?

All New: All '{ours: All Free

NladAdz

welcomes··

-==~

¢)

; ·•.: ~!}iroup Health A~sociates has an •
•' jent opportunity for college stu
~'§in our Medical Records departm iJ
,*' The GHA Medical Records Schola. .. ,){
Program gives students the opportu~ity to earn money while going to
'
'
school as well as getting bonuses
based on your length of service.

Xavier University

Do your professors·
hate you?

Students must show_ a copy of their current school ;·.·
schedule and commit to specific work hours; these •··
hours are to be no less than 20 per week. If the stu~.:
dent satisfactorily completes 6 months of service, th~y
will be awarded $500. Should the student remain .;.
with us for an entire year, they will be awarded
:;
$1,000. After an additional 6 months another $500 ·~
· will be.awarded, and.so on. ·
: ;.
To take advantage of this incredible opportunity, go tb
one of our many m~dical centers and fill out an appli-

~

.

Group

Health· ·
IrAssociates

.. .

Physicians & SUlfl80llS ·

. Find out--Stop·by during their office hours.

.

· · a helpful hint from your friends
at the Learning Assistance Center .

The Hometown Favorite is Opening
Soon in Hyde Park!
We hope you're hungry for action, because we
expect the new Max.& Erma's location in Hyde
Park to be high-volume success. We're now hiring
opening team members with a sense of purpose and
fun for the following positions:
Expos
Wailstajf
Hoslsl4/f

Disllwasllers
Bus Personnel
. Prep &i.ine Cooks
Full and Part-Time Positions Available!
In addition to a great starting wage, we offer a
dining discount for all associates and immediate
health care enrollment, paid vacation, and 401K
enrollinent for full-time associates. We are accepting applications M-F between 9am and Spm and on
Saturday between llam and 3pm at our hiring site
adjacent to the new restaurant: Max & Erma's,
2631 Edmonson Rd., Rookwood Commons
Shopping Center, Norwood, OH 45209. Or apply in
person M-F between 2pm & 4pm at our Kenwood
locati~n: Max & Erma's, 7800 Montgomery Rd.,
Sycamore Plaza, Kenwood. EOE

..

,,~.

R~STAURANT.

BAR & GATHERING Pf.ACE-

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

' /F: yo·uR ANSWER IS YES,
THEN NEWS· REPORTING FOR THE
NE\l\ISWi.RE MIGHT BE YOUR TICKET TO
''

AN
EXCITING LIFE
.
. _AS.A STUDENTJOURNALIST.
(CALL X:J 122. EOR MORE INFORMATION•.
ASK.FOR MELISSA.)-·
'

GET YOUR WEEKLY DOSE OF NEWS,
CURRENT EVENTS, SPORTS AND
GOOD TIMES. AVAILABLE ALL
OVER CAMPUS (NEARLY) EVERY
WEDNESDAY.
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>Erin Nevius, Editor

-STAFF

>email:

OPEDNEVllSVVIRE@HOIMAILCOM

EDITORIAL-

Answer the phone!
We at The Newswire want to
extend our appreciation to the administrators and employees who
have rectified the problems with
the 24-hour computer lab.
However, The Newswire would
like to address another concern of
the student body-'- the Info Desk,
or lack-of-info desk if the names
of services really define them.
·If you have
·ever tried to call
"T./'
. the Info Desk for
an answer to your
1j

We would like to propose a few
suggestions to help supply the Info
Desk with, well ... info.
First, have someone physically
present: thaf always helps. Second,
a training prograin of some sort
would be helpful. And if there is already a program in place, perhaps a
refresher course would benefit all employees. And lastly, if students could
have their own
directories
ASAP,
there
would be fewer
calls to the Info
questions, you
may have faced · ·
~"'
Desk and make
one of severa1 ob'Info Desk emstacles in your
•
ployees' jobs a
quest for informalittle less taxing.
The Newstion.
The
main
wire, h_owever,
strongly feels the
problem,· w.hich ·
completely elimi- 'J ·
answer to this
nates the chance
problem does
of gaining knowlnot. reside in reedge, is that often
turning the job to
no one answers·
Camp.us Police
the phone. Their
- it is not in
· answering machine has a very their job description and they have
nice message, but it is not too enough responsibilities as it is.
helpful when a student with a posWe are concerned. though as to
sessed sink needs the number to whom we call if we receive no an"
Physical Plant.
swer at the Info Desk or we need to
But, come to thiQk of it, some-. know something after Info's business
times an actual humf}n voice at the hours. Do we call Campus Police an~
other end of the phone line doesn't bother them with our small, but im~
help either. For example, one· portant-to-us questions? Do we call
Newswire employee direly needed Fr. Hoff at home? We would hope
Physical Plant one day, called the not, because again, it is not their job.
Info D6Sk for Physical Plant's
Does anyone out there have all the
number, was put on hold momen- answers? If so, the Info Desk could
tarily and then asked, "Exactly use you - just don't try to call for an
what is Physical Plant?" (Who's interview.
providing whom the information
here?!?!?)

h
you ave ever
tried to call the lnl'o
Desk for an ·answer
to your questions, you
may have fiaced one
o+several obstacles in
your quest for
information. ,,
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Olympic drug use prominent
BY MOIRA O'MALLEY
Contributing Writer

Imagine th.is: Being 16 years
old and winning the gold medal in
the gymnastics all-around-event.
Imagine the pride and excitement
that would be running through your
veins. Can you even imagine?
And then, being asked to give that
gold medal back, because you did
not pass the drug test. It just so.
happened that the cold medicine
you had taken contained pseudoephedrine, which is a banned
stimulant in the Sydney Olympics.
Say goodbye to that excitement.
This is exactly what happened
to RomanianJ·.Andrea
Raducan.
::.
.
She was tested after winning her
gold medal, and then stripped of the
gold because she tested positive for
the illegal drug. This has been a
common occurrence in Sydney this
year. Raducan is the sixth athlete
to have tested positive for drugs.
Three Bulgarian weightlifters
also lost their medals after showing signs of illegal stimulant use.
In addition, two other non-medalists, a hammer thrower from
Belarus and a rower from Latvia,
have been expelled from the games
for positive drug tests. And perhaps the most controversial of them
all is American track star Marion
Jones' husband C.J. Hunter.
The 6-1, 330-pound world
I.

;

.~

champion shot-putter tested positive an amazing record, it places them·
for a steroid' prior to the Olympic . under much scrutiny. Did they regames. He denied these charges but ally do that? No, they couldn't
the allegations are still lingering.
have, it must have been steroids.
This has led to suspicion about What ever happened to hard work
Jones' performances and whether .· and strength within us that allows
they are truly a result of her hard us to accomplish great things?
work and effort, not illegal sub- Drugs have placed mtich doubt.
stances. Jones should be extremely upon human accomplishment.
I give credit to any athlete who
stands up on the awards platform
with tears streaming down his or
her face, knowing what he or she
had just done was amazing, and did
it by him or herself. Knowing that
your accomplishments are your
own and not the result of outside
controv~rsy
forces might be the best feeling in
.the wortd. My heart goes out to all·
those whose glory is not achieved
on their own, because surely they
know inside they are not morally
correct and have much guilt upon
their shoulders.
The Olympics are a time when
the world's greatest sportsmen and
proud of her accomplishments, es- women get to show their glory. It
pecially for the fact that she was able is not an opportunity for those who
to gain her Olympic gold medal think they have this time to cheat
through her own effort an_d dedica- · and give a bad name to their countries. Why they feel the need to do
tion, not artificial enhancement.
It is an incredible shame that it is beyond me. Let us not forget
the shadow of drugs and controversy to give credit to those who actually
seem to block mitthe light produced work for it, and. not just take the
by the true athletes who shine with easy road to fame and glory.
all of their medals and accomplishments. Even when an athlete attains

'1t is an incredible

shame that the .
shadow ofdrugs and
.
seem to
block out the light.
produced by the true
atheletes ... "

-7~
Greetings, dear readers, the
Love Dog is back again with more
advice guaranteed ·to satisfy all
your relationship jones. Then~ are
some things that scream for basic
steps, a foundation on which the
ad-lib of circumstance must be prepared. It is to this end that I answer
these letters, in hopes of giving
some basic advice to help those
poor souls in need of a boost.
Dear Love Dog,
My boyfriend and I have been
going out for almost three years.
I love him a lot and I know he
feels the same way. Most likely we
will get married after we graduate. The problem. is for the last
few months it seems like the passion has gone out of the relationship. What can I do to put some
tire back into the relationship?
Signed, Wanna-be Firestarter

Loue Z>09

Dear Wanna-be Firestarter,
Let me emphasize that in any
situation communication is the biggest, fattest key a~aHable. First, I
would sit down with him and tell
him straight out how you feel. Most
likely he will have noticed a change
in the relationship. He probably
feels the same way as you but
doesn't know how to address the
situation. What a typical male. Perhaps the situation can be remedied
by making a concerted effort to go
back to "dating." Do things together
·subtly designed to bring you closer
again. If he really wants to be with
you for the rest of his life he will
pick up on what you say to him.
Dear Love Dog,
For the past few weeks I have
really admired this girl I know. I
talk to her a few times a week and
we seem· to have good conversations. The problem is that she is
practically perfect. I honestly

don't know if I am good enough
for her. What should I do to get
her to go for me, or should I just
forget the whole thing?
Signed, Worth Worrier
Dear Worth Worrier,
Look here son, unless you are
the true scum of the earth you have
as much of a chance as anybody
else. You indicated that you have
good conversations. Invite her to
do something casual together,
situation in which there is not much
pressure. If there is a vibe then go
ahead and ask her out again. If you
sense just a friendship thing going
on, then you've gained a friend.
Remember, if you never take the
chance, you will always play the
what-if game with yourself. Have
some confidence.
· Well that's it for this week. Keep
those questions coming because the
LOVf? Dog loves questions ... arid
other stuff too.

a
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TALK-

If you ·owned a store, Wiiat would you sell?

ba~ks.hfterii.ot~:i··
control~.'.'.'
.<
· ·

);)

·..sportilig goods sci·
memorabilia fro111. ·I wc?l114pever have,
my stint as Pebbie.:> to bu¥ them · · · < ;;
·Gibson'.s bo/dy. anymore."

carparts.'~ , .·
,:

···· i~r~tii:l6n .·• guard."
<J\ndefsoti ·•

·.··

:

>>
"''···,

;,W~m6h;s fashions

· "Small name\
artists' musi~ from
around the U.S.;'

ofryiy b,~n
design."

-Megan Lindale
freshman
.(~; ~-~.:(:

..

-Katie Linn

"I would sell food
- peoplx need to
eat.''.
-Beth Novak ·
·f r.eshman

"I would: sell sports
equipment."
-Ryan Jones ·
freshman

.... ·•·. . -Adam···

:<' · ziein~Je

.

- C A M ·P U S P E R S P E C T.1 V E -

- L ET T ER T O T H E ED I T 0 R -

Freshman experiei:ice fulfilling

Residents react to parking

BY AMY COOMBS
Contributing Writer

i•.

The day was filled with sad
goodbyes, tearful hugs and loving
kisses. The minivan was stocked
with clothes; appliances, computers and the high school mementoes
that are of supreme importance.
My parents remarked on the enormous load I was bringing, but I
could only think as to how I was
able to fit 18 years into one
minivan. As I pulled away from my
home in Tennessee on Aug. 24, I
knew this time it was totally different. When I would return, this
.wou.Id be the home of my parents.
.I was off to learn of a n~w home in
a different state, taken away from
all that is familiar and starting over
to become the person I was to be
for my future.
Tall skyscrapers, enormous
bridges and confusing highways all
seemed tci jump in front of my car
announcing my departure from my
small southern town and arrival in
the huge northern city of Cincinnati. Caring friends' voices began
to enter my head reminding me of
all the good times. I fought my
tears with an optimistic view that
the time to move on had come and
new memories were to be made.
Driving into Xavier University
for the first time as· a student
brought upon a feeling of great

achievement. My family and I were
greeted with gracious smiles from
all the Manresa leader~ anxious to
move all of my equipment int'o the
dorm room. The day was full ofunpacking, meeting rriy potluck room~

':After being in
college for a
month, I could
not be happier ...
. .
· Xavier's spirit is
truly unique.
There is no other
place I would
rather call my
home. "
.

\

mate and buying all the extra supplies I would need.
Soon came the moment I had
dreaded since graduation. Saying
goodbye· to the parents who had always supported me and gi'.•en me
the confidence that I could make it
on my own had to be one of the

Toga·w~aring

hardest moments of my life. Before I had time to be upset, I was
whi.sked away .by my suitemate to
attend the first Manresa meeting.
The weekend was jam-packed
with activities, and I hardly had a
. second to miss my fri~nds and fam~
ily. I experienced Cintas Center
dining, sleeping :in a dorm room,
and.sharing a shower among four
girls for the first time. Life had
taken an exciting turn with no more
curfews, fights with my brother or
chores to do around the house. I
felt a real sense of freedom and was
incredibly grateful that my parents
instilled values· within me so that
this independence would not be
overwhelming~
.
The next few weeks were full of
meeting a new set of wonderful
friends, experiencing the difficulties of college classes, attending
parties and the opportunity of meeting that college guy who can tum a
world upside down. ·
After being in l?Ollege for a
month I could not be happier, and I
believe that I am speaking for many
freshmen. Xavier's spirit is truly
unique. There is no other place I
would rather call my home. I have
come to realize that my decision to
attend Xavier has given me the opportunity to prepare for a future
which I greatly anticip!lte.

I am one of the few freshman
residents lucky enough to have a
car here. For that I am gratefuL
However, I am a little perturbed
with the parking situation for residents here at XU. · ·
After a great weekend attending
the homecoming festivities in my
· hometown, I returned to Xavier last
Sunday, Sept 24. I had brought
with me several articles and groceries from my trip home for the cold
weather and the week ahead. Whilst
driving around the XU parking lots
in the pouring rain at 10 p.m. on a
Sunday night, I found, once again,
the only remaining resident parking spaces to be in the back stretch
of the Cohen lot.
Considering an illness I had recently acquired, the abundance of
articles my mother had sent back
with me, the pouring rain and the
distance of the rear corner of the
Cohen lot from my room in
Husman, I decided it was in the best
'interests of my health and convenience to park in one of the then
. deserted and never full commuter
sections of the Cohen lot: !found a
choice spot adjacent the Cintas
Center in the C2 section.
After attending my Monday
morning classes I returned to my
vehicle, again in the pouring rain,
with the intention of moving it to a
resident parking lot.
Upon my return to my car I

found a drenched, nearly transparent pink slip from the Campus Police adhered to my windshield informing me that I now owed the
Bursar's office $20 for being parked
without a valid permit, in addition
to the $105 I had already paid them
for my resident parking permit, to
be paid within 48 hours.
I know the university has tried
to accommodate commuters in the
recent years, and I admit I violated
one of the university's parking regulations, but I thought my ticket was
a bit harsh. Under my current
means, I also found it expensive.
I can't blame the Campus Police
for doing a job they are charged
with, and since.I obviously and admittedly violated campus parking
regulations have no grounds to appeal the ticket with them. I therefore ask for a change in the parking
regulations and for help in changing them.
Why can't we make all of the
large Cohen parking lot open to all
students with parking permits as it
has been in past years? Why must ,..,
resident students be forced into the
back of a massive parking lot when
the rest of it is, although sometimes
crowded, never full? I hope this is
an issue the newly elected student
government will address.
- John Harris
Class of 2004

students unjustly ignored by s·huttle service

Both Xavier and Cincinnati Po- In addition, we have also reached witnessed a group display more relice made many visits to 925 an agreement with our only com- spect for this concern. There were
Marion Ave. this summer. On all but plaining neighbor. which will pre- no complaints reported to Xavier
and there were no signs of littering
one occasion, however, they were vent future complaints.
responding to absurd complaints.
Another concern ... this past or vandalism on Marion.
Early in the evening, we were
One officer even said, "You are ob- weekend, we held a toga party. Beinformed
that the shuttle drivers
viously dealing with a chronic fore the party, Xavier Police came
were
ordered
to not service students
caller.''
. to us and said that if they received
wearing
sheets
(togas) or take anyThe complaints ranged from the any complaints they would notify
suspicion we were preparing for a · the Cincinnati Police. However, we , one to our house. Obviously, this
party on the day we moved in to · had already posted signs which was an attempt to prevent students
the suspicion we were having a read;"Be considerate to ourneigh- from coming to our house. I may
party when there were a total of hors. Upon Leaving: No loud be wrong; but the shuttle is for stuthree residents in the entire house.· ·noises, No Littering, and No Van- dent convenience and, more imporof 18. There were so many of these dalism.'' We also took turns guard- .tantly, safety.
We estimate that, through the
complaints Xavier Security ex- · ing the door to make sure no one
plained that, despite their· sympa- .·. left with· cups and that our guests . course of the night, at least 300
people came through our house, dethy for our situation, they would be were quiet and considerate.
forced to hold us responsible.
The concern for the community spite the lack of shuttle service. By
We listened to Xavier's advice-;. . is by far Xavier's foremost policy denying them the shuttle, they are
and have had no complaints since. · on the weekend, and I have never forced to walk or drive. ·My fresh-

man year, students were robbed, I ing tickets and breaking-up parties.
befieve, on Dakota, and forcing stuWe are only asking that the probdents to drive is obviously a poten- lems we had this summer, which we
tially dangerous situation. Not to have resolved despite the injustice
mention this action also generated we felt in being solely blamed for
foot traffic, which is another majpr them, not be held against us now.
complaint of the neighborhood, We have proven how responsible
and we are held responsible.
the off-campus Xavier student can
This is not a criticism of Cam- ·be.· We not only urge others to take
pus Security. I personally think they the same precautions, but urge the
should have more jurisdiction. In students attending our parties to be
my experience, the majority of the considerate as well. If students can
Xavier Police officers have a cer- eliminate off-campus complaints·
tain regret of breaking-up off-cam- and maintain orderly conduct,
pus parties, so long as they are un- Xavier Police have no reason to
der control. But the administration worry about us, and perhaps the adgives them little rights beyond that. ministration will allow them to foThe Xavier community is told to cus their attention elsewhere.
respect them as a legitimate police
-Mike Ennis
-Devlin W. Kane
force, but the administration gives
them little authority beyond writClass o/2002
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·xu women take Lady VolClaSsic
Team gets back on track with wins over Oregon, host.Tennessee
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

Xll1en pick up
third recruit
The men's basketball team
picked up its third commitment
for the 2001-2002 season when
Jaison Williams of Aurora, Colo.,
orally committed this past weekend after a visit.
Williams, a 6-3, 180-pound
point guard, averaged 17 points,
4.5 steals and four assists last
year for Aurora Hinkley.
"Williams is a super, all.around talent that really impressed me at the Nike All~
American Camp this summer. He
is a combo guard that can really
shoot it but also possess the ability to run a team and penetrate to .
the basket;" said Vince Baldwin
of MidwestHoops.com.
Xavier,. with three scholarships to fill, has already received
oral commitments from Keith
Jackson and Will Caudle.
Jackson, a 6-5 wing player,.
averaged 16.5 points and 8.5 rebounds last year for Purcell
Marion as a junior, while earning second-team all-state honors.
· Caudle, a 6-9, 220 pound forward from Indianapolis Warren
Central High School, averaged
14 points and 10 rebounds while
shooting 57 percent from the
field as a junior.
'

Tennis tryouts
Tryouts for the men's and
women's tennis teams will be
held on Monday, Oct. 2 at 2:30
p.m. The session will be held at
the Xavier tennis courts located
behind the Cintas Center. For
more information, contact Janet
O'Brian at x3727.

International
students night
· The men's soccer game vs. La
Salle on Friday night will be international students night. All
international students, including
part-time and graduate, will be
treated to a pizza party at halftime.
For mpre information, contact
Rich Hoyt at 745-3388 for a free
ticket.

Golf news
The men's golf team took sev.: enth place at the Falcon-Cross
Creek Invitational this past weekend thanks to a third place finish
from senior captain Jeff Marr.
Marr fired a 69 on the first day
of play and finished the two-day
event with a 145 (69-76) for his
second "Top 10" finish of the
season:
The women's team finished
fifth at the Lady Falcon Invitational this past weekend on the
strength of a "Top 5" finish from
senior tri-captain Melissa Beck.
Beck followed her opening
round 81witha76 in the second
round, good enough to tie he~ for
third place.
-Joe Angolia

Asst. Sports Editor

After dropping their first c.on-.
ference game to Dayton, the Musketeers travelled to Tennessee and
would look to bounce back against
. the Oregon Ducks and the Tennessee Lady Vols. The Musketeers did
just that, winning the Lady Vol
Classic, improving their record to·
3-6 overall.
XAVIER 3, OREGON 1
This past weekend the Muske. teers hit the road and travelled to
Knoxville, Tenn. to play in the Uni- .
versity of Tennessee Tournament ..
Once again, the competition would
be stiff, but this time there was a
better outcome for Xavier.
Oregon scored just seven min- .
utes into the game as Xavier again
fell behind early. Luckily for the
Musketeers, they only trailed 1-0
at halftime'. .
It appeared as though Xavier
would drop its fifth straight game
and would be .shutout yet again.
The second half wo.uld prove to be
different from the rest of the Musketeers' season thus far.
At the 59th minute mark, senior
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARA RICHTER
Annette Gruber got things started Senior Margaret Broe scored the go-ahead goal in the Musketeers
with her third goal of the. season 3-1 win over Oregon in the first round of the Lady Vol Classic.
XAVIER 1, TENNESSEE 0
found themselves on the opposite
and tied the game at 1-1.
Scoring the eventual game-win.In the championship game of the side of a shutout. Sophomore goa\ning goal at .the 87th minute mark tournament, Xavier decided to break keeper Megan Veith earned her first
was senior Margaret Broe. Both their recent trend and scored the ever shutout at Xavier.
Gruber's and Brae's goals were galll;e's fi~st goal. " r.: .
•
. ;! .
. 1 .
.
unassisted.
Two freshmen teamed up for
WHERE THEY STAND
In the 89th minute senior Erin quite a unique goal. In a play the
With their two victories, Xavier
Coley scored the final goal of the team works on in practice, Nicole improved to 3-6 on the season.
game 9ff an assist from Gruber. Giesting assisted on. the goal with Beating two quality opponents over
With that assist, Gruber moved . her one-of"a-kind flip throw. and the weekend can only help the Mus. past her sister and into first place Lindsay Yonadi .·was there to head keteers as A-10 play picks up.
on the all-time assist list with 27 the ball. past the Lady Vol keeper
."We are a strong team. We play
for her career.
Ellen Dean from about six yards out. a tough schedule. Oregon is a PacHead coach Ron Quinn was Giesting's flip thro~ is dangerous 10 team, their losses have come to
happy to see Gruber break the . at all times and especially when she ·Santa Clara, North Carolina, Notre
record 'but made it known that the · is in range of the goal.
Dame, the top teams in the country.
team really didn't pay attention to
"Any time she's in range, we're Both Tennessee and Oregon are_
it. "She's a great player and it was throwing itatthe goal. Lindsay was b.etter than any A-10 team, includnice to see her reach that milestone there to head it in. With Giesting ing Dayton," said Quinn after the
but stats are looked at at the end 0f and [sophomore Tricia] Ruszkowski Musketeers strong performance.
After a great weekend of soccer,
the season. But I was happy for . we have. two different types· of
her."
throw-ins that we are very capable Quinn tried to sum up the weekend
"That was the team we expected of scoring off of," said Quinn.
with what Oregon head coach Bill ·
to be this season," said Quinn afYonadi's first goal of her career Steffen told him after the 3-1 victer the 3-1 victory. Xavier ended came just seven minutes into the tory over the Ducks.
their four-game losing streak and game. Xavier was able to maintain
"He said to me, 'You're the best
in the process advanced to the thel-Oleadtherestofthegameand 1-6 team we've ever seen."' He
championship game of the tourna- held off the Lady Vols in a 1-0 shut- couldn't believe that we had lost six
ment.
out victory. The.Musketeers finally games.

][

On Tap

•Women's soccer vs. La Salle
at 3 p.m.
•Men's soccer vs. La Salle
at7 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. La Salle
at 8 p.m.
•Women's tennis at Evansville
Invitational
•Men's tennis at Morehead
State University
Saturday, Sept. 30

•Volleyball vs. Temple
at 5 p.m.
•Men's golf at Northern

Intercollegiate
•Cross Country at the National
Cross-Country Only
Champio.nship
•Women's tennis at Evansville
Invitational
•Men's tennis at Morehead
State University

:t=Ul&
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•Women's tennis at Evansville
Invitational
Monday, Oct. 2

•Women's Golf at East Carolina
Pirate Fall Invitational
Tuesday, Oct. 3

Sunday, Oct. 1

•Men's soccer vs. Fordham
at 1 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs.· Fordham
at 1 p;m.
•Men's golf at Northern
Intercollegiate

DAYTON 4, XAVIER 0
. Last Wednesday, the Musketeers
opened up conference play against
the Flyers of Dayton. The match up
pitted the winners of the last two
A-10 Championships against one
another..
When asked about which teams
would be the conference leaders
this year, Quinn immediately
pointed to Dayton. Not exactly the
team you would like to open conference play against.
.
Dayton jumped out to an early
1-0 lead and never looked back.
UD's Missy Gregg scored the first
of her two goals on the night just
three minutes into the game. She
scored her second goal about 20
minutes later to put the Flyers ahead
2-0 heading into halftime.
"They were. able to get on the
board early. The last two times we
played them we were able to keep
Missy Gregg off the board. She
scored early and we were never able
to make a comeback," said Quinn.·
The Musketeers fell behind early
but managed to look past that and
still played solid soccer. Xavier had
13 shots on goal to Dayton's three
in the first half.
"We were not outplayed but we
could have played better," commented Quinn.

GAME·S
taL

Friday, Sept. 29

"Another thing is that ~II the
coaches of teams, Oregon and Tennessee, are all associated with the
North,Carolina program. It was nice
tobeat those teams with such a rich
heritage." For those unaware UNC'
is one of the·eJite programs in
women's soccer. They have won
15 national titles over. their programs 20 year existence.
Junior defender.Liz Singer, senior defender Mary Sue Wolfer and
Giesting were ail named to the alltournament team. Singer was also
tabbed as the tournament MVP.
"Sh.e had an outstanding week-·
end," . commented Quinn on
Sing~r's MVP performance.
"Our success was attributed to
our defense this weekend. You're
always going to score goals butde.fense wins games and championships. That was definitely appar~
ent this weekend," commented
Quinn.

•Volleyball vs. Dayton
at6:30 p.m.
•Women's Golf at East Carolina
Pirate Fall Invitational
Home soccergames take
place at Corcoran Field.
Home games are in bold

of .the

w·EEK
MEN'S SOCCER VS.
LA SALLE
7 p.m. Friday at
Corcoran Field
Sooner or later, it's going
to happen. The men are going to win one. They're 0 for
the season, but so what?
Maybe they're just tricking
the A-10 into thinking they 're
an .. easy victory. Yeah that's
the ticket. They're playing
possum, and on Friday
. they're going to prove they're
not dead against La Salle.
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Volleyball·off to 2-0 start inA-10 play
Muskies remain undefeated in Cintas in sweeping Rams, outlasting UMass
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

The volleyball team took a big
· first step toward ea~'ning some respect from the Atlantic 10 by
knocking off their first two conference foes this past weekend.
On Friday, the Musketeers
cruised past Rhode Island in three
games. It was a different story
against UMass the following night,
as the Musketeers appeared .to be
on the verge of another sweep be-·
fore the Minutewomen turned the
match into a. five-game marathon.
At -8-4 overall, the Musketeers
have won eight of their last nine
·matches, including a perfect 5-0 at
the Cintas Center. Their 2-0 conference record gives them a nice head
start as they prepare for all the A10 has to offer in upcoming weeks.
XAVIER DEFS. URI
(15-2, 15-12, 15-7)
The Musketeers cruised to an
early 7-2 lead in the first game of
the inatch. The Rams called a
. timeout to compose themselves and
slow dowri XU's momentum. Un.. fortunately the Muskies came back
even stronger after the break, scor- .
ing eight urianswered points,
capped off by a kill from sophomore Katey Wygant to earn the victory, 15-2.
Wliile the Musketeers managed
to score effortlessly in the first
game, the second game became an
offensive struggle. Unlike the first
game, in which URI hit a negative
.310 from the field, Ram attacks be~
· gan to hit gaps in the Xavier de-·
fense. XU's shaky defense, coupled
with errors from their own attacks,
gave the Rams a 10-6 advantage ~o
start the game. ·
·
Two XU timeouts later, though,
the Muskies had managed to even
the score at 12. Up 13-12, junior
Sara Bachus would· go on to score
the next two XU points, on· a touch
shot and a line drive to backcourt,
allowing Xavier fo edge out a 1512 win.·

,

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARA RICHTER

Junior Sara Bachus recorded a team-high 19 kills in the team's
five-game win over Massachusetts on Saturday.
.Head coach Floyd Deaton made.
several substitutions heading into
the third game. Junior Amanda
Lang and freshman Nicole
Mausbach were inserted for starters
senior Gina Geraci and freshman
Kimberly Cockerel.
The subs.had little trouble staying ahead ofthe Rams, led by Lang
who would go on to register six kills
in the game, jumping out to an early
7-0 lead. Before URI knew what hit
them, they were facing match point,
down 2-14.
Rhode Island, however, refused
· to concede the match, turning away
the Muskies at three straight match .
points. Their valiant effort wasn't .
enough though; as XU earned the
sweep on their fourth match point,
15-7.
Several players put together solid
performances in the win. Five players- recorded five or more digs, 1.ed

by Bachus with 10. Lang ahd
Hampton followed with.six kills a
piece.
Hampton was the only Muskie
to record digs in double-figures,
finishing the night .with 10. She
also letI the team in hitting percentage with a .462 mark. Senior Tami
Ores dished out a team-high· 29
assists.
XAVIER DEFS. UMASS
(15-0, 15-9, 7-15,

14-16, 16-14)
The way the first game of the
team's match against UMass went,
you never would have guessed the
match would last five games. The
Musketeers came out in rare form,
domjnating every aspect of the
game.
· Xavier scored their points in
bunches, opening .the game with
four straight points under Ores'

serve and then the next 11 points UMass solidified its defense, and
under the serve of junior Anna five blown match points and a
Yasuhara, who registered two ser- surge of UMass kills later, the
vice aces during her stint.
Muskies squandered their lead and
With.the entire XU crowd cheer- the game 14-16.
ing them on, the Musketeers earned
As the decisive game five apthe impressive shutout victory fol- proached; the Musketeers were
lowing a kill from Ores.
clearly the team on the ropes. What
. The Muskies connected on an had seemed like such a sure thing
astonishing .769 hitting percentage was now in serious jeopardy, as.
for the first game, while their oppo- UMass continued to grow stronnents could only muster a negative ger as the match went on.
.333.
After establishing an early 9-6
The Minutewomen came out ',Vith lead, the Musket~ers watched in
a vengeance in the second game, hotror as· UMass again stormed
storming but to· a 9-5 lead. Down 6- back, first tying the game at 11 and
9, Bachus would takethe.serve and then taking a 13-11 advantage.
lead the Musketeers to seven straight
A pbwer shot from Hampton
points, as the XU shots began to fall and three huge kills from Bachus
and the defense tightened its reigns. fought qff a UMass match point
A kill by Hampton and an out- and brought XU right back into the
of-bounds shot by UMa~s sealed the game.
deal, giving XU the 15-9 win;
Yasuhara took the serve with
Thinking the match was in his the score 15-14, Xavjer's first
· team's grasp, Deaton again made match point of the game. Wygant
adjustments to the starting lineup, scored the match point on a tip
throwing in Mausbach· and sopho- over the net which UMass was
more Courtney Fuller for Cockerel unable to return,. giving lhe
and Wygant. This time· around Muskies the win.
· though, UMass unlike Rhode Island,
Hampton came through with
exploited the changes en route to a the biggest game for the Muskies
9-0 lead.
·
.on the night.racking up a 15-kill,
The substitutions left the defense 21-dig performance. Bachus put
out of rhythm while the offense was up a team-high 19 kills along with
unable to get clean shots past the five digs' and seven assists.
. UMass defe'nse. Deaton made a few
Ores nearly put' together a
triple-double for the match, dishsu~stitutions at one point, but the
damage was already done and the ing out 54 assists to go with nine
kills and 10 digs.
visitors took the third game, 15-7.
Deaton went back to his regular
The Musketeers also received
· lineup for the fourth game. UMass, big contributions from Wygant,· 13
however, had gained some valuable kills and six digs; Cockerel, nine
confidence after taking one from the · kills; Lang, seven kills and nine
once invincible-looking Musketeers. . digs; and Yasuhara who came on
XU fought off an early 1-5 defi- in reserve to record 18 digs.
cit to establish 'a 10-6 lead on the
ON THE WAY
strength of several big shots from
·Bachus. The Minutewomen turried
The Muskies are heading into
up the pressure, drawing within one the thick of conference play. Last
point, 11-10, but then watched as the night they took on Duquesn.e and
Muskies took the next three points have two matches in Philadelphia
this weekend, against La Salle and
to force match point.
Up 14-10, it seemed as if the Temple. Hopefully. the team's
Musketeers had the match won. Un- momentum will carry over outside
.fo.rtunately for the XU faithful, of the Cintas Center.

Purple Aces outduel Musketeers 5-4
BY PETE DOWIATr
the half, and midway through the
Sports Writer
second half, they scored their first
Scoring has been a problem all goal in seven games.
season for the Xavier men, but it
Junior Logan Wallace scored two
came as no problem Tuesday night minutes ·into the second half. He
against Evansville. However, late · struck gold from two yards out on a
defensive collapses again led to the hard shot the Evansville goalie misdemise of the Musketeers.
handled.
Freshman Nick Thompson found
the
back of the net on the far side
EVANSVILLE 5, XAVIER 4
off
a
corner kick at 24:20. This goal
The Musketeers hoped to benbrought
the Musketeers within one.
efit from their new offensive stratThe
Xavier
attack was relentless.
egy, first implemented against CinSophomoreScottLagedrostwasthe
cinnati, in the first half against
Evansville. It was the Purple Aces, catalyst, garnering two goals and an
though, who did all of the early assist.
TwominutesafterthefirstXavier
scoring last night.
goal,
Lagedro1>t promptly blasted
In the 15th minute, Evansville
ball
the
into the back of the goal.
got on the board with a header that
The
game
was tied three all.
just got by senior keeper Paul
Both
teams
battled back and
Wesseling. They scored twice more
forth
for
the
next
10 minutes. With
in the first half. At halftime, Evans13
minutes
remaining,
Paul
ville Jed 3-0.
Wesseling
made
a
last
second
save
Xavier dominated t)1e second
against
a
two-on-one
Evansville
half of play. The Muskcti:crs controlled the ball for the majority of breakaway.

With under ·eight minutes, town Shootout. The Musketeers en-' four shots.
Lagedrost gave Xavier the lead tered the game 0-6, the Bearcats 1The second half started just as
with a strong shot past the Evans- 4.
the first half had ended. Both
ville goalkeeper.
Fifteen minutes into the game, teams struggled to control the ball
Xavier's cnly lead of the night junior Dan Limburg got by two on the wet surface. Ten minutes in,
would. be short lived. While the Bearcat defenders and had a great · the Bearcats took control of the
Musketeers were focusing on of- shot on goal. His blast nearly found game.
.
fense, they· failed to get back . the back ofille riet, but UC goal~
'lTithe57th minute, the Bearcat
quickly enough to defend their own keeper s'ach~~at@ ~~s barely able ••· qfferise:sped pastXavfor 'to get a
goal.
to get ll. han(l on)lle ball to defl~ct it hard shotoffWesseHllg came up .
Two minutes after the Muske- over the cro~sb~f. .. . .
.
with th~~ave; 011Iy a minute later
teers took the lead, Evansville
Followi~g Jhls gt'eatposses!'icin, thougn{theJ3earcatirwould score.
scored off a short chip over the Bearcats fciughfbackdown the
· pqplayedohn Haddad took a
Wesseling.
field. At the'32~minute 1nark.' cross fiom the left side and shot
·With 1:31 remaining in the Wesseling made terrific save.off a thebaifpasi Wesseling from 15
game. Evansville played a ball bending corner kick. .
.,
yards out. .· .
deep past the Xavier defense.
The remainder ofthe.first ha:lf · >p()\mminutes later; a UC goal
Wesseling, all alone, went to clear was a back and forth.battle ill which wasdisa:ilowed on an offside~ call.
the ball, but whiffed. An Evansville no team was able
make ~ m~al1Xa".ier had few chances offenplayer was nearby, and easily hit ingful run at the goal.
. . . .. ·.. ·· ·· sively
the ·remainder of the
the goal to win the game.
Wesseling made several saves, . game;> but the defense held up.
and it was obvJousthat the Bearcat Wessellng finished the game with
CINCINNATI 1, XAVIER 0
offense wasJOeffective against six saves.These two losses give the
Last Wednesday, the Muske- Xavier'.s defense, TheBearcats ~ of- Musketeers .the dubious honor of
teers hosted rival Cincinnati in the fense was shut dow11 l:>Y the Muske- being H~dfor the worst start in the
men's soccer version of the Cross- teer. defense, which allo.w.~d only . sport'. s history, ..
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'Final Cut' a suprising shock
'URBAN LEGENDS: FINAL CUT' PROVES MORE THAN A CJIEAP THRILLER

The Arts

BY JASON FABER
Comributing Writer
leaf leap (All the World's
Leaves) will be at The ContemDriving out to the Springdale
porary Arts Center from Sept. 9- Showcase, I must.:hiive smoked at
J an. 14.
least ·seven cigarettes.
leaf leap is interactive art for
·Having already seen "Urban Legchildren and families. Los An- ends," I was well aware ofthe terror
geles artist Kim Abell es has filled that might be in store for me. This
an entire gallery with soft, over- terror I speak of does not involve
sized quilted leaves - each a knives, elaborate death scenes or halfhandmade replica of leaves naked girls running around.
found around the world - on a
No. This terror involves bad actbed of bouncy foam made espe- ing, sketchy plots and a terrible recially for jumping...Even the ceil- gret for having wasted my time watching and walls will be covered ing a 111ovie I could have directed
with faux and dried leaves.
better with a camcorder and a couple
Center hours .are Monday of finger puppets.
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6
As I strolled into the theater, I was
p.m. and Sundays from noon to 5 attacked by sponsors (CityBeat and
p.m. Admission·is free to mem- Kiss 107 FM among others) handing
bers, $3.50 for general ndmission out sad attempts at "Urban Legends"
and $2 for senfors and students. advertising., These included a magAdmission is free to all on Mon- . net for my busted refrigerator, a nifty .
days. For more information, call armband (which actually was noth721-0390.
ing more than a rubberband with
printing on it) and a mint.
Sitting down, I started up a conversation with a friendly and attrac. TlzeAtlzenaeum is Xavier's littive lass w_ho took a seat next to mine
erary magazine and is accepting
(I was trying desperately not to.make ·
submissions for its fall issue.
the night a total lo'ss and find a date).
You may submit no more than
She seemed excited-about the movie .
three to five poems, one short
and hoped it would be better than the
story or literary essay or two
original.
pieces of ar~work (drawings,
I scoffed maliciously and told her
sketches, etc.).
that as a film critic (yeah, right) I foreInclude your name and phone
saw this as another flop: Another
number with your submission
badly told tale of horror involving
and send to: The Athenaeum, c/o
busty young actresses and muscled
English Department, Xavier Unihea!tthrobs to be thrown into the pile
versity, 3800 Victory Pkwy., Cinwith "Scream 2 and 3," "I Know What
cinnati, OH 45207-4446. SubYou Did Last Summer," and, of course,
missions may also be emailed to
"Urban Legends." Perhaps God deFINKELST@Xu.EDU.
cided to te~ch me a lesson; I could
Include a self-addressed envenot have been ~ore wrong.
lope if you want your work reThe
mo.vie
turned and postage if you live
started with a bang
off campus.
and, like contemThe deadline is Wednesday,
porary horror mov, Oct. 18.
ies, with enough of
a twist to get your
attention.
Erich Kunzel and The CincinThe story takes
nati Pops Orchestra featuring The.
place at a collegiate
Salvation Army Chicago Staff
film institute called
Band, the Community Gospel
Alpine University
Choir and guest 'bast Jerry Tho.where
young .
mas presents "A Celebration of
Steven Spielberg
Life Concert."
wannabes attempt
This concert is a fund-raising
to create ~heir own
event for the elderly who cannot
cinematic masterpieces.
always afford to pay for theirown
Amy
Mayfield
(Jennifer
care. This concert is put on by
Morrison), a young aspiring writer,
Wesley Hall, a nursing and rehastruggles to create her own screenplay
bilitation center, and Fifth Third
to win the esteemed Hitchcock Award.
Bank.
. Utilizing the advice from a friendly
The concert is on Oct. 1 and
police officer (whose identity I will
i the proc~eds will go to the care
not divulge for sake of those who saw
of the seniors from this center.
"Urban Legends"), she decides to
The concert is at Cincinnati's
write about a college campus plagued
Music Hall and starts at 7. p.m.
For tickets, call 744-3290.
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The Pops
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Symphony
The acclaimed Russian violinist Vadim Repin will perform
with the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra from Sept. 29-30 at
' Music Hall.
Performances begin at 11 a.m.
on Friday, Sept. 29 and 8 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 30.
Tickets are priced from $12
to $49 and are available by phone
at 381-3300.

'pianosou~dtr.a~k;Jhat'is,stiffs.ure

by a serial killer using urban legends as his/her modus operandi.
Little does our heroine know
that someone seems to be making
their own movie using various urban. legends (only. one of which I
actually recognize).
So the plot twists and turns
around her close friends, an aspiring director, Travis Stark (Matt
Davis), and many more. I found
myself sitting through the movie,
jumping at the gory scenes, but
. laughing: at
several comedic breaks,
which
are
placed in the
m o v i e
enough
to
gain composure for the
next killing.
The spedal effects are
stellar in com-·
parison to the
first of this
pair of movies and the plot actually captures your interest and holds
you to the edge of your seat.
My favorite part was, of course,
the appearance of Joey (now calling himself Joseph) Lawrence as
the arrogant Graham. His appearance renewed my pre-teen crushes
on Blossom.
The climactic ending, both sus-

New Releases

The following discs are due for release on or before September 26 ...

Black Eyed Peas, Bridging the Gaps (lnterscope) ... Aaron Carter,
Aaron's Party (Come Get It) (Jive) .. ; The Deviants, This CD ls Co11de11111ed/
1967-96 (Alive/Total Energy} ... Electrasy, In Here We Fall (Arista) ....
Flesh 'n' Bone, 5tliDog let Loose (Koch) ... Hooverphonlc, The Magnificent Tree (Epic) ... Memphis Bleek, The U11dersta11ding (Def Jam) ... Midget
Handjob, Midnight Snack Break a.t the Poodle Factory (Epitaph) ... Morphine, Bootleg: Detroit (Rykodisc) ...
... all dates are tentative.

penseful arid hilarious, kept rrie
glued t.o my seat despite the build
up of Pepsi in my bladder.
All in all, I would not pay $8 to
see it, but it is definitely worth the
rent when it comes out on video.
For those die-hard fans of "Urban
Legends" however, this movie can
not be ignored since it reincarnates
and improves pn the emptiness of
the first (this time it actually has a
viable plot).
Of course, there were holes here ·
and there, such as what the first girl
had anything to do. with the erid
scheme~ However, the movie transcends these and leaves them in the
back of your mind to· think about
on the ride home.
The lights went up in the theater during the cred.its and my companion on this roller coaster ride of
horror smiled at me. "See," she said,
"I told ya it would be good." I sat
there and stared up at her and admitted my· mistake and how
prejudgmenta] I had. been.
"Urban Legends: The Final Cut"
had been better than I had ex- ·
pected, and left the Tommy
Hilfiger, Levi's and McDonald's
ads to the sell-outs of the hills of
Hollywood.
I guess my critic intuition is not
as sharp and keen as i had once
thought. At any rate, I did not get
her number.
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We.dnesday, Sept. 27

Friday, Sept. 29

Fathead

NoMotiv
and Strung Out

@ Barrelhouse Brewing
·Company

<_;:/

@Bogart's

Thursday, Sept. ?8

Saturday, Sept. 30

Fuel
and Vallejo

DC Project
and Leon Russell

@Bogart's

@Annie's
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'Almost Famous' a rock n' roll good time
.

.

CAMERON CROWE'S '70s DEPICTION OF LIFE ON THE ROAD CONFIRMS THE HYPE
BY SCOTT. HOLZKNECHT AND
RACHEL NAPOLITANO

sics "Fast Times at Ridgemount
High" and "Say Anything." ReCombined, these two writers cently, _his critically acclaimed
lived for total of two.years in the' "Jerry Maguire" earned five Osc~r
'70s. That's not a lot of experience nominations.
to draw upon when assessing the
The story picks up in San Diego
authenticity of Carrieron Crowe's in 1973 with the_ young William
portrayal of the '70s in his latest Miller (Patric!< Fugit) getting introfilm, "Almost Famous."
· duced to his first taste of rock .'n
Those who were actually alive roll frorri his older sister in the form
and remember that decade hail this of The Who's legendary album
. workas an accurate portrayal of the Tommy. Fading through various LP
songs and surroundings, garb and classics, and more notably,_ their
guitars.
· record covers, the music holds a
. Despite the skilled depiction, mesmerizing fix over William.
the movie did not fall into the trap ·
Only a few short years later;Wil~
· of becoming a gritty, hard-nosed liam has wrapped himself almost
look at sex, drugs and rock 'n roll folly in music and sets out to track.
(although they are in there). In- downtheeditorofCreemrrtagazine,·
deed", it coulc;l be very fun-loving .·rock critic Lester Bangs (Philip
at moments,
·s e y mo u.r
but it some- .
,Hoffman).
how steers
. Throughout
clear of. be. the rest of· the
coming a farstory, Bangs
cical romp.
serves . as· the
Perhaps it
distant mentor
was e.asy for
to William who
Crowe to ere~
invariably is
ate such a
·phoned· during
movie· siric_e
the youngster's
he lived so
most troubled
much of the
moments.
story
line.
Steadfastly,
This largely
Bangs advises
autobiographical flick traces some William to be "honest and unmerof his fledgling teenage experi- ciful."
ences as a 15 year~old rock jourThe advice to be "honest and
nalist for Rolling Stone. magazine. unmerciful" proves to be the cenPeople from Crowe's own Ii~e _:..... tral conflict in the story as William
notably, rock critic Lester Bangs lands a touring assignment for Rolland his mother - found their way ing Stone with the midlevel band,
into the piece. Crowe's character, Stillwater.
William Miller, tours with
As. a young and innocent jour~
Stillwater, a band based loosely on nalist, William becomes attached
the Allman Brothers_, Lynyrd ·to the band and their groupies "Band Aids." He finds it hard to be
Skynyrd and Led Zeppelin.
Writer-director Crowe has been a fiiend and a critic.
. the source of. other timepiece cl asThroughout the movie, William
Contributing Writers

a

-· I

Almost Famous
Soundtrack
(Dream works)

Movie soundtrack hardly
worth attention
Cameron Crowe's new film "Almost Famous" will be opening to
eager _audiences and more than
enough media hype by local magazine City Beat and nationally
known publication ·Rolling Stone.
(Gee, I couldn't even guess why a
journalist from Rolliizg Stone
would like this film.)
Various artists from the 1970s
as well as a track from Stillwater
comprise the soundtrack to the film

. (although the song is actually written by Nancy Wilson of Heart).
However, if this soundtrack is a
good representative of music from
the '70s; then perhaps people need
to lay off the '80s.
While there are high points such
as Simon and Garfunkle's
"America" and Clarence Carter do. ing "Slip Away," the soundtrack in
all is overshadowed by the presence of classic rock burnouts Led
Zeppelin and Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Also present is a sickening David
Bowie cover of Lou Reed original
"I'm Waiting for the Man.''.
With the exception of a few additional cuts worth listening to
(Beach Boys on "Feel Flow") the
album fails in comparison fo other
soundtracks recently released (i.e.
"High Fidelity"). '
Out of the 17 tracks there are
about five worthy of attention. The
rest are reserved for stations like
. WARM 98 (Rod Stewart's "Every
. Picture Tells a Story") and WEBN.
My suggestion would be to find
the few good tracks on another album and in the meantime pray to
God the movie isn't as bad.
·
-Tim Hubbard,
Contributing Writer

tries desperately to.land an interview with Stillwater's lead
guitarist, Russell Hammond
(Billy Crudup), only to be rebuffed at every turn. Penny
. Lane (Kate Hudson), founder
of the "Band Aids," promises
. to leave her heart out of the
business of being a'serious fan.
She becomes t_he object of
William's aJfection, but neglects his obvious devotion
and pursues the egocentric
Russell.
· The story was brought to
life by some outstanding performances. Despite his limited
on-screen play, Hoffman crafts
.Bangs .into a sincere,
empathetic and witty guru.
How can you not like a guy
that is fully aware that he is
"uncool?"
William's mother is pfayed
·wonderfully by Frances
McDormand, whose continual .·
cry of "Don't Do Drugs" adds
constant comic relief. Despite
the thousands of miles that
'sometimes separated mother
•
PHOTO COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS PICTURES
and son; her protective afriRock and roll; man! The Stillwater ae.N lives it up on the road in cameron
tude and instructive tones over
Cm!ves latest effort, ''Almost FainoUS:'
·
the phone (sound like anyone
you know?) commands respect
from hotel clerks and rock musi- scenes William. Crudup does a munks, Elton John, Yes, Rod
cians alike.
great job being the center of atten- Stewart, David Bowie, Buddy
The always-funny Jason Lee tion for the characters cin_the screen, Holly, Sonny Boy Williamson, The
delivers as Stillwater's loud and but.deflecting the viewer's atten- Guess Who, Jimmy Hendrix and
Stevie Wonder.
opinionated lead singer. Hudson tion to William.
Just as important as any as the
does a great job with the relatively
Led Zeppelin offers several
flat Penny Lape, who fails to stir flesh and blood characters-in "Al- great songs that do not receive
most Famous" is the music. Crowe's regular radio airplay like "Tangerthings up until the very end.
Fugit's round and innocent- wife, Nancy Wilson of Heart, com- ine" and "Bron-yr-aur"
Music, acting and storyline all
looking face serves William's char- posed the original score for the ficacter perfectly.
contribute to a movie that is entional Stillwater.
Danny Bramson comes through gaging and realistic. This piece will
·Crudup come_s through with the
brash, experienced and worldly with ~n incredible soundtrack that leave those who were involved in
Russell in a part that offers viewers boasts songs from the likes of Simon it a bit more than "Almost Famous.''
a foil to the quiet and behind-the- and Garfunkel, Simon and the Chip-
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The Twilight Singers
Twilight
(Columbia Records)

Ex-Afghan Whig leads
an exciting new project
The most notable aspect of the
Twilight Singers is they have a
strikingly similar sound to the Afghan Whigs. This Is probably because Greg Dulli is the creative genius behind· the Twilight Singers.
·
Dulli isn't flying solo, though.
. He has solicited help from the likes
of Shawn Smith, Harold Chichester
and Fila Brazillia.
·
The album is a slight departure
from the Whigs' more up-tempo

R· · style, but Dull i's craft is unmistak- was the one when hope was gone I
able. Twilight is an eclectic fusion who took too long to sing this
of rhythm and blues, trendy drum ·song."
looping and Dulli's trademark lyriThough the chorus of the song
. is, "everything is gonna be alright,"
cal depression.
What changed for Dulli is the you get the sense that nothing will
· lyrics seem to be love songs tinged. ever be alright for the Twilight Kid.
Fortunately, the listener· is afwith cynicism he can't seem to esforded the opportunity to drop in
cape.
On the fist track, "The Twilight on Dulli's pain and find pleasure
Kid," Dulli sings, "And if; my love, from one of rock's leading
I said I'm sorry I would you believe songwriters.
-Tim Hubbard,
me? I should I cry? I then hold me,
_Contributing Writer
as I die." Throughout the album
the Twilight Kid finds no escape
from his torment. For example, In
"Last Temptation," "Every time I
think of you I I get the same old
stinkin' feeling I.I think of a garden, so still I I think of a cross upon
a hill I and I think you know what
I'm saying."
The last song of the album is redundantly titled "Twilight'.' (this
repetition is forgiven since it is an
attempt at creating an album conceptualized through lyrics and not.
just music). This track finds the
Twilight Kid grown up· and lamenting over what never happened.
"The longest night of every year I I
spend beside you, baby I Do you
· remember anything about me? I I
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'Glimmer, Glimmer and Shine' lights up the stage
THE LONG-AWAITED SEQUEL TO 'SIDE MAN' ENJOYS AN EXCITING RUN
BY JAY B. KALAGAYAN
Contributing Writer

THESTORY.
"Glimmer, Glimmer and Shine"
tells the poignant story of twin
bothers Martin and Danny Glimmer.
"Brothers in Swing" was the
name of the album, and it described
their life on the road in the 1950s.
As very young men, they played
side by side with Eddie Shine to
form an electrifying trumpet section.
·
· They went on the road, and for a
. brief but intense period of time,
nothing mattered bu_t the music and
the musicians' companionship.
When Danny Glimmer left this
world behind for the woman he
loved, the harmony could never be
regained. In "Glimmer, Glimmer
. and Shine," the brothers· are reunited by an unlike~y romance between Daniel's
daughter Delia
and Martin's
protege Jordan.
The question
is raised "Does
compromise.
help us survive
or does settling
for less destroy
us?
THE GOOD
A great follow up to .the Tony aw:trd winning
Side Man, Warren Leight crafts a
witty and touching script.
The play is rough but founded .
on ·a good story. Less dependent
on jazz flashbacks to the '50s like

"~ide Man," "Glimmer, Glimmer
and Shine" is more straightforward
to the contemporary results of the
torrid past.
Den'nis Parlato plays Martin and
personifies a past-prime disheveled
musician. Parlato does a fine job
chain-smoking quips and mono-·
logues on his inexhaustible theories on relations, relationships and
love.
The stoic, new age business guru
Daniel is played by Tony Campisi. ·
Campisi putters along as the script
directs. It is only when Daniel reignites his relationship with his
brother does Campisi show good
·development, especially with a
very memorable monologue in the
second act:
As twins, the Glimmers are as
d.ifferent as black and white, in
choices, clothing and body Ian"
guage. However, the foundation in
their life together is subtly reflected in
small points in
the script and
b e h a v i or
which makes
the play all the
more intriguing.
Ean Sheehy
and Lindsey
Marlin round
out the cast. Marlin plays Delia
and shines in the role. Delia is your
upper class crust of a woman, seemingly flirting with the lower class .
in her romantic relationship with
Jordan, played by Sheehy. Marlin

ANNAMARIE

does a fine job
defining the
lines of Glimmy,r poor and
Glimmer rich,
yet
allows
Delia to have a
genuine concern for both
sides.
'Jordan is
truly
the
protegeofMar- ·
tin, ·choosing a
lifestyle of music before style
and economic
c o m f r t .
Sheehy plays
an excellent
Jordan with an
a w kw a r d
stance
and
clothing-for~
~
:\1'
comfprt style.
·
.
.
PHOTO COURTESY -OF ENSEMBLE THEATRE OF CINCINNATI
defining the No, that's not a SD-year old Dawson. It's Martin Glimmer (Dennis Parlato) with Delia Glimmer
character for (Lindsey Marlin) in the Warren Leight production, "Glimmer, Glimmer and Shine!'
th~· audience.
The direction is also well done ingsrefocus the audience's idea of the glory of drug-induced times of
in "Glimmer." D. Lynn Meyers who the main characters are or the '50s.
keeps the pace flowing making the "who's playing lead'~ in the show.
THE BUZZ
show fast-paced and easily digestThis is an excellent season
Glimmer also uses one flashback
ible. Her blocking efficiently uses · where the actors Sheehy and Mar- · opener for the 15th Anniversary seathe stage, keeping in mind the lin plily their characters' parents, ·son of the ensemble. It is the world
actor's body language.
Eddie Shine and Delia's mother. . premiere of a play destined for
THEBAD·
The flashback is an interesting one, Broadway as well as the acclaimed
"Glimmer, Glimmer and Shirie" giving flesh to characters referred follow-up to Warren Leight's Tony
feels rough at places and .i>lightly to throughout the play, but is it nec- · award winner, "Side Man."
"Glimmer, Glimmer and Shine"
unfinished. The play ends with an essary? One flashback leads to the
unresolved finish between the two question, will there be another? is a contemporary romp less into
brothers. The ending is followed The flashback also breaks the mod- the world of jazz and more into the
up with the romantic dilemmas be- ern storytelling. Before the flash- examination of families and their
tween Delia and Jordan. These end- back, the audi~nce has to imagine life choices.
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CUCHINA

Lesson 2: An easy lunch alternative
;:.-- I

APPLE BAGEL SANDWICHES CAN MAKE YOU THE ENVY OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS
BY ANNAMARIE VITALE
Asst. Diversions Editor

Two weeks ago, I told you about
my friend Pat, the cooking-challenged one. Well, he tried to make
the English muffin pizza recipe I
sugge~ted and nearly caught his
kitchen on fire. I'm not exactly sure
what he did wrong. We'll just say
the. English muffins were extra
crispy. I'm thinking - can he be
helped? Well, I'm going to try
again. So, this week I have an easier
recipe to share.
Are you sick of the boring turkey sandwich·or the PB&J that you
have day after day for lunch? If
you are, you are going to love this
recipe. This week I am going to
explain how to make apple bagel
sandwiches, Rice Krispies squares
and fruit smoothies.
It all sounds pretty normal except for the apple bagel sandwich.
I know what you're thinking- an
apple on a bagel! It's a weird combination, I know. But trust me: It's
really good.

The Meal
ingredients:
1/2 bagel
l slice of cheddar .cheese
1 apple (green is better)
cinnamon

cookie sheet
Step 1: Slice the apple· so that
you make a round apple slice. .
Step 2: Place the slice of cheese
on top of the bagel half, put the·
apple slice on top of that, and
sprinkle some cinnamon on top.
Step 3: Put in the oven for 5-10
minutes at 350 degrees. It's done
. when the cheese starts to melt.
The Beverage
ingredients:
1/4 cup of milk
l container of your choice of
yogart (I recommend strawberry or
peach)
l fresh banana
blender

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT

Even when you don't have the time to make yourself look

Step 1: Put the milk and yogurt
.. presentable, as was the case as these Diversions editors neared ·
into the blender.
deadline, apple· bagel sandwiches are quick and easy.
Step 2: Slice the banana into
small pieces and put into the
Stir until well coated.
marshmallows
blender.
Step 5: Press mixture into a but5 cups Rice Krispies cereal
Step 3: Turn the blender on untered 13x9x2-inch pan.
til everything is blended well. (It
Step 6: Cool.
Step 1: Melt margarine in a large
should only take about 5-10 secStep 7: Cut into 2-inch squares.
saucepan over low heat.
onds.)
Step 2: Add marshmallows and
Well, that's the meal for this
. stir until completely melted. Cook
The Dessert
over low heat for 3 minutes longer, week. I hope you. enjoy. it. In the
ingredients:
Oct. 18 issue I will suggest another
stirring constantly.
1/4 cup margarine or butter
great meal idea.
·
Step 3: Remove from heat.
1pkg. ( 10 oz.) of regular marshStep 4: Add Rice Krispies cereal.
mallows or 4 cups of miniature
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The Newswire
call the advertising department and ask for Beth Goffena at (513)745-3561 or send an email to
.
newswireads@yahoo.com.
·
Spring Break 2001. Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas, Padre.
Now hiring campus reps.
· Earn 2 free trips & free meals.
Book by Nov. 3. Call (800)
426-7710 or visit
NEED EXTRA CASH? Writwww.sunsplashtours.com for
ers wanted. Articles on sports,
free info.
health, fitness, scholarships,
. Babysitter wanted: In my
student interests an'd disabiliKenwood home. 5 yr. old & 1
ties. Pays $15 for 300-500 word
yr. old.· Approx. 1O hrs./ wk.
articles upon acceptance.
9:00 a.m. -12p.m. Mon., Wed.
articles@islandoaks.com.
& Fri. ideal, but can be flexible.
Ruby Tuesday in the
References req. Call Angela
Kenwood mall is now hiring for
al( positions. Very flexible · @ 793-0851 · or. email
·Hozzi6@aol.com.
schedules are available, we wiil
Spring Break! Deluxe Howork around your class sched·
tels, Reliable Air, F(ee Food, .
ule. Immediate health and dental insurance are also available · Drinks and. Parties! Cancun,·
Jamaica,· Bahamas, Mazatlan
with no niil)imum hours: Apply
& Florida. Travel Free & Earn
in person for an immediate inCash! Do it on the Web! Go
terview. Great money!!
to StudentCity.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info.

Tellers of Hyde Park is now
hiring food runners,:hosts; hostesses + several other positions
· available. Excellent pay/ flexible
hours/ close to campus. Please
apply in person at 3710 Erie
Ave, in Hyde Park Square.
Sign~up
your classmates for cool
Childcare: Seeking non
internet sites and receive a
smoker to care for our ihree
·minimum of $1 per person!!
children: 8, 4 & 2 in our Mt.
There is no easier way to make ·
Lookout home. Occasional af·,money!
Log
onto
ternoons, Thursday evenings
TeamMagma.com or call
and some Saturday evenings.
(877)866-2462.
Must provide own transporta'The Cooker Bar & Grille is
tion. Call Beth at321-6146.
now hiring FOH and BOH perWanted! Spring Breaksonnel. Call us at 871-8500 or
ers! Cancun, Bahamas, FiOrida
stop in and see us at 3780
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast VaPaxton Ave. in the Hyde Park
cations for a free brochure and
Plaza.
ask how you can organize a
Housecleaning & childcare.
small group & Eat, Drink,
6 hrs.· on Saturday. 2 miles
Travel Free & Earn Cash! Call
from campus. $8/hr. 321-8195.
(800)777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com..
Part-time assistants
needed. Mortgage/ real estate
loan processing, data entry,
customer service· and marketing support. Computer skills
required. Near campus. Must
be 19 or younger to qualify for
training program. 281-7117.

Personal .Assistant wanted,
10-15 hrs. weekly: Will perform
phone calls, organizing, run
errands. Cincinnati Taekwando
Center. Call Paul at 271-6900
·for an interview.

l-IELP
WANTED

AT TENT I 0 N ALL A DV E RT ISING
MAJORS

.ArJ.d

ADVERTISING

Act now! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi· Gras. Reps Needed ...travef
free, earn$$$. Group discounts
for 6+. (800)838-8203.
www.leisuretours.com.
Act fast! Save $$$, get
a coupon ... go to
springbreakdiscounts.com or
call (800)584-7502.

FOR RENT
Looking for a house for investment? Xavier area. 4:5
BR's, new siding, gutters,
offstreet parking. Rehab in pro·
cess. Call Pam at 531 ·3633.
·House for rent: Great loca·
tion. 2104 Clenea·y. Newly
renovated. 6+ bdrms. Beauti·
ful wood work, leaded glass.' 2
kitchens, 2 baths. Solarium, W/D. ·
Available Oct. 1st. $300pp +
utilities. 984-8576.

MISC.
.

CALL THE COOLEST AD
T E A M EVER! ! !

t±e

CLUB!

OnTues:Ey, o±d::er:- 3 at 9 p.m., all are t\elcare to the
Jd±¥ cif Alta:" (:in fr mt· of Felly 1-'ulitaciun) far: tle first
c£ fic:ial JTEEt.lly of tlE ~ .

call Lance and Beth at 745-3561 for the rrost
· enjoyable advertising exp=riSJC'e of your life!

GOT TOO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY)

MUCH
STUFF?

Are you sick, of advertising
your friends' birthday around
campus on little flyers?

.Why not advertise
them in The .Newswire?

.

Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide .selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Posters, stickers & buttons too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
noon- 6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge Avenue.

IN NEED OF GREAT ADVERTISING?

even those .of you just interested in
advertising.

Cl:rre to tlE first ·of fici al rrs3:.ir.g of

#1 spring break vacations!
Best. prices guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Sell trips. Earn cash &
·go free! Now hiring campus
reps. (800) 234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com

THIS SPACE FOR
RENT!
Call 745-3561 and ask for
Lance or Beth for more
information. ·

Advertise in
this space.!
Call 745-3561 and
ask for Beth or Lance
for more information.

Fill this space for only°$SO. That's $10 off
the regular price!!!
Call Lance a.t 745-3561.

, Harder news. More issues. Better than ever.
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· p.m. today at Corcoran Field. ·If
they met any bodies of water on
the way here, I bet I know how they
crossed 'em.

September 27
With the recent use of performance enhancing drugs in the
Olympics, I decided to buy rnyself
some steroids to take before I write
this week's issue. Well, as luck
would have it, I don't quite have
the salary for the surplus purchase
of said drugs, which might explain
my embarrassing split in the 100
meter butterfly, bu,.t that is another
issue. Without the availability of
pseudoephedrine or estrogen, I
opted for the only other option:
Zesta crackers. I bought 16 packages and hoarded.those little packets from the Cafe. I went on a terrible saltine binge. And now I can
understand why these things are
.banned. I was so thirsty, I ingested
gallons of water, which led to increased urination and an uncontrollable urge for col by jack cheese.
I have since gone on to write trea-.
tises on the the value of a
. trinitarian government for third
world countries as well as a
children's book which chronicles
the rise and fall of the Soviet Union,
starring everyone's favorite Siberian Husky, Lenny. I could not sleep
for weeks. I have since sworn off
the crackers, and my soups will
remain unaccompanied. However,
I may return because my sequel to
"Lenny's Red-ical Adventure"
was a virtual failure in the eyes of
the public and critics alike. Perhaps I' II stick to the javelin toss.
The International Coffee Hour
is moving up the street this week
to 3832 Ledgewood Ave. so as to
accomodate the number of people
expected to attend a reading from
Eigil Ramsfjell, a member of the
Norwegian bronze medal curling
team in the 1998 Olympics.
She'll be reading an excerpt, as
well as signing cop!es of her new
book: Curling: From the Beauty
Salon to the World Stage. The
line will start to form at 3:30 p.m.,
followed by a demonstration on
the mall in which you can learn the
intricacies of the only sport more
confusing than jai alai.

When I was trying to come up
with a new design for my Spring
coilection, something that would
take Paris by storm, it occured to
me that an innovative idea was
right here on campus. I took a few
sequins; a lot of blues, some soul
and a little cashmere. Thus, last
week my jazz ensemble ushered in
the next big wave of fashion. You
can ·find my designs at
Bloomingdales. But, if yoµ want
to hear good music, you should
hear Xavier's Jazz Ensemble starting at 8:15 p.m. in Edgecliff Hall.
The music is unparalleled on this
campus. They dress well too.

By Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item in the cale,ndar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
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Septe.mber 28
Attention all pre-med students:
The Apartments and Ho.using
Staff offers "How to Operate in
Style" at.3 p.m. in the Village MultiPurpose Room. You can learn how
to dress for all those complicated
procedures you one day hope to
perform. And we are talking the
.finest silk and rayon scrubs here.
Professor Tom Clark will also be
giving helpful hints on interviewing well when you attempt to find
employment, but that is after you
learn to make marionettes out of
portions of the large intestine and
perform
sections
of
Aristophanes' "Lysistrata." Free
dinner at Arthur's will follow.

FRIDAY
September 29
In 1976 and 1995, Disney made
two identical movies both titled
"Freaky Friday" in which a mother
and daughter trade places for a
day to realize how the other half
lives. Now, I traded places with
my mom once, and aside from the
acquisition of a large bank account, it was. nothing like this
movie. Come on Disney, who are
you fooling? We. want more trueto-life mo.vies like "Homeward
Bound: The Incredible Journey" or
"The Apple Dumpling GaIJg Rides
Again." Either way, Rec Sports is
holding "Freaky 4 x 4" at O'Connor
Sports Center from 7 p.ni. until. midnight. You can register your team
of four on site to compete in four
events with cash prizes to the winners and T-shirts to the first 10
teams to sign up.
One thing a lot of people don't
know about Eriq LaSalle, Dr. Peter

Benton on NBC's hosptal drama
"ER," is he also directed "Rebbu.nd: The Legend of Earl 'The
Goat' Manigault," a classic basketball film starring James. Earl
Jones. Also, he was born July 23,
1962, in Connecticut, the youngest of four children and will not
answer even one of my damn letters, including the one ~here I
sent him my toenail clippings. I
see how he treats his faris. Well,
apparently he has started a university because the men's soccer
tearri will be playing La Salle at 7
p.m. at Corcoran Field. He'll rue the
day he snubbed me.

.ton Pops Orchestra. Boy howdy
was he angry. I had to give him
three months allowance just to get
hiinoff my back. The thing is, trumpets aren't so bad if you slather
them in Heinz 57 sauce. But, that
is just my personal preference. I
don't want to tell you how to eat
your trumpets. L'shanah Tovah!

October 1

There is just something about
October. It has been designated
. by some higher up as Vegeta,rian
month, but, at the same time, "Eat
I was at this concert in 1981
Country Ham" month. Now, I have
where Ted Nugent came out and
yet to run into a vegetarian piece
played "Cat Scratch Fever" like he
of pork. Perhaps I need to check
was a fundamentalist preacher.
out those organic grocery stores
The audience responded as if God
that keep popping up. Incidentally,
were speaking through the song
October is also·Sarcastics month
and his guitar was a choir. Now,
which, from this point on, makes
imagine my skepticism when I reOctober Calendar City month; In
ceive this news release for the art- . honor of'our month, the city will
ist Jeffrey J. Rutledg~ in which it
be holding a month long celebraclaims: "He makes steel sing."
tion with guest speakers such as
Well, I will be there at the opening
Michael Dukakis and Paddington.
reception in the Cohen Art Gallery ·Bear. The annual Who Cares-Atoday at 6 p.m. to find out ifhe can
Thon will end daylight savings. It
equal "The Nuge." I have my
·will all culminate at the erid of the
doubts. There will also be a premonth with the first ever vegetarsentation of a ·book "Cubic Close
ian country ham rotating on a spit
Packing" from Xavier's own Dr.
outside the publications house.
Riordan and Dr. Larkin and local
Come one, come all!
artist Diana Duncan Holmes.
When I was younger, I 4sed to
play "Oregon Trail" on the computer and I would be so worried
whenever I came to rivers that I
September 30
. would fork over precious money
for the riverboat to take me safely
Today marks the ninth day of
across, when common sense
fall, and not coincidentally, it is
should have told me to ford 'em.
also Rosh Hashana. That's right,
Well, I never could beat my sister
· the.Jewish New Year, also known
in that game because she always
as the feast of trumpets. Now, I
ended up with more money. Quite
have eaten a few trumpets in my
dreadfully, I am reminded of my
tirrie. This one time, I ate this trumyouthful inadequacy as Xav.ier
pet that belonged to Thomas
meri 's soccer hosts Fordham at 1
Rolfs, principal chair of the Bos-

~fj ill,~

October 2
Today marks Ghandi's birthday.
It also marks Newswire photographer Jackson Goodnight's 21st
birthday. Ghandi once said:."Coercion cannot but result in chaos
in the end." Now, I don't have any
(}oodnight quotes, but I want to
coerce you to buy many drinks for
Jackson· with the hope of ending
his night in chaos.
February 2nd is Groundhog
Day. But I have had it up to here
(you better believe "here" is pretty
high) with that rodent, so I pro-.
pose we make today Armadillo
Day. I'm pretty sure everyday is
armadillo day in Texas, but for
once, the armadillo can receive the
national attention it so readily deserves. In honor of the day, find a
few armadillos, give them a. couple
ping-pong balls and watch the hilarity ensue.
·
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TUESDAY
October 3
There will be· no Newswire tomorrow due to fall break. Instead,
we will be releasing a Best of Compilation so you. can relive all the
·old highlights of y9ur favorite student rag ..Pass the crackers.

$9.50 per hour
as a Part Time Package Handler at

9 Out of 10 Kaplan ·
students get into one
of their top-choice
law schools.t'
Competition for law school is tough, and your LSAT score can make all
the difference. That's why you need to take Kaplan. For 60 years,
we've helped more students get into law· school than all other test prep
companies combined. That's why we're the #1 choice for LSAT prep.

. .;§:

GrrJo1111.ncl
Earn $9.50 an ho~rto start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 days
Weekends off!
Work up io 25 hours a week
·1 early monling or evening shift available
Advancement Opportunities available
Must be 18 years or older to apply

1·800·KAP·TEST
·www.kaplan.com

'LSAT Is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.
t1998 Bruskln·Goldring Research Study of students at the top 50 law schools.

Call or check out' our web site to study anywhere in the U.S.
.
.

Apply fo person
M-F, 8-6pm
FedEx Ground
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
Cineinnati, Ol)io 45246

(800) 947-8513
AA/EEO

